
 
2012  F1 Rules 2012 Australian Championships (Demo Class)  
 
1.0 TECHNICAL INSPECTION 
  
1.1 All cars must be presented to Technical Inspection for an Initial Inspection before the start of 
      the Heats.  
 
The purpose of this Initial Inspection is to determine that the car meets these Technical rules for 
this event.  
 
Technical Inspector will mark the chassis of the car. The chassis may only be changed in the 
case of damage, which cannot reasonably be repaired. Drivers must race the car initially 
presented to technical inspection during qualifying and finals in accordance with the rules above.  
 
1.2 All cars must be presented for technical inspection after each heat race.  
  
1.3 All cars must be presented for technical inspection before and at the end of each final.  
 
1.4 All cars in the finals will be impounded at the end of the finals for further technical inspection, 
such as motors, etc.  
 
1.5 Only one car per driver per class is allowed.  
 

2.0 BATTERIES  
Must be on the ROAR or BRCA approved lists and comply with the rules in this section.  

 
2.1 The maximum of number cells allowed:  
       Six (6) sub C Cells are allowed for all classes  
       Two (2) Cell Li-Po are allowed in all classes.  
 
2.2 Lithium Polymer Battery  
      7.4v (2 (3.7 volt) cells only)  
      No modifications allowed to the case and/or the battery  
      Any physical distortion, denting, puncturing or damage to the hard case.  
 
2.3 Overcharging is not allowed (voltage higher than 8.4v)  
      Must charge in Li-Po sack or other device (fire mitigation device able to withstand  
      and contain a destructive failure without showing a flame). Must be used with electronic  
      speed control that has either a inbuilt cut-off or used with an external cut-off device installed 
     (6 volts minimum).  
 

3.0 Motors  
 

3.1 Any commercially available, approved brushless motor up to 17.5 turn, that’s on the approved 
      lists, (higher turn motors are allowed ie 21.5 turn & Silver Can 540’s ) 
 
3.2  No  modifications allowed.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
4.0  Speed Controller ESC  

 
4.1 Any commercially available approved ESC on the ROAR Racing Approved Non-Timing ESC  
      list , or the AARCMCC Stock Spec ESC List  
 
4.2 Drivers with adjustable timing speed controls will need to have their adjustment tools  
      (lap top/box) with them to prove they are running to zero timing, penalty for running advance 
       timing will be disqualification from the event with no warnings given.  
4.3 Reverse is not allowed - forward control only  
4.4 No modifications allowed.  
 

5.0 Tyre additives / cleaners may be used  

 
 

6.0 Race Durations 

       All heats and finals will be 6 minutes 

 

7.0 Chassis. 

 

7.1 Any commercially available 1:10 scale  F1 or Indy Car chassis with a T-bar,  

      Pivot Ball Link or independent rear suspension. 4WD’s must have drive to the 

      front wheels disabled. Any hop ups specifically available for that chassis are allowed. 

7.2 No scratch built chassis. 

7.3 The chassis must be RWD only. 

 

8.0 Bodies 

 
8.1 Any F1 / Indy body shell is allowed. 
      Painting your shell in past or current full scale F1 team colours is encouraged but any paint 
      scheme is allowed.  
8.2 Realistic Driver head / Helmet must be fitted. Painting of the drivers helmet and overalls is 

       encouraged.  
 

9.0 Dimensions and Weight 

 

9.1 Maximum Width 205mm  

9.2 Minimum weight 1000 grams including transponder. 

 

 

10.0 Wings 

 

10.1 Any wing is allowed as long as it fits the original mounting 

         positions and is similar to the original fitted equipment. 

10.2 Custom built wings are not allowed. 

 

 

 

11.0 Wheels and Tyres 

 

11.1 Any commercially available F1Car tyre, Foam or Rubber. After Market wheels and  

         tyres must be similar to manufacturers design.  

 


